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Feature: Editorial 

CONNECT  

Connect is about FEATURES   
 

 FE-1373 CJ 

1 And that means Feature articles about anything. 
This is where we take a dive into a subject of interest. 
It can be about looking at everyday things – but differently. 
About things most people might never have heard of before. 
Things which people have heard – but now told differently.  
 

2 Features will also include behind the scenes look at things. 
Like meeting the people behind their event – or their business. 
Getting to know a bit about the people - behind their name. 
 

3 Today, our lives are crammed with all manner of things. 
Doing what we need to do to stay alive and afloat. 
Domestic stuff to make us all feel comfortable.  
Looking after others we love and care for. 
And then there is the television thing! 
 

4 Outside of television there is a world of discovery. 
A discovery to be made of countless interesting things. 
Things that are far beyond the knowledge of most people. 
Our Features will include dips into this vast pool of knowledge. 
We will tempt readers to go further into the subjects covered. 
In the process – we will be looking into a few rabbit holes! 
 

5 Our Features will be included in our Magazine pages. 
Our Magazine not only includes our Feature articles, but also articles about 
all manner of things we believe you will find interesting and informative. 
 

6 This then is a word picture of CONNECT - as regards FEATURES. 
We hope readers will be informed by our content and prompted to delve 
further into the subjects we choose to write about and share. 
So much so, that readers invite their friends to CONNECT. 
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